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IGentlemen:

NRC Inspection Report 50-458/96-03 cited two violations. Entergy Operations, Inc., hereby
submits its replies to Notices of Violation 9603-01 and 9603-02 (Attachments A and B,
respectively). The response to Violation 50-458/9603-02 also includes a similar issue which is

' discussed in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/96-04, dated June 7,1996.

l

Regarding your concern on indications of decline in the observed performance of River Bend
Station radiation workers, Entergy Operations, Inc. is also concerned. A natural work team
had already been established to evaluate a site trend in procedure compliance issues. In
addition to our actions in response to Violation 50-458/9603-02, we will separately evaluate
and implement for the radiation protection program, as appropriate, the findings and
recommendations of this natural work team.

|

We recognize the significance of the issues identified in your report. As discussed in the
attached replies to the Notices of Violation, we have taken immediate and comprehensive
actions to resolve these concerns.
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Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. David N. Lorfing at (504) 381-4157.

Sincerely,

D71+-
WJF/kvm
attachments

cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011

NRC Sr. Resident Inspector
P. O. Box 1050
St. Francisville, LA 70775

David Wigginton
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
M/S OWFN 13-H-15
Washington, DC 20555
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ATTACIIMENT A
.,

..
'

REPLY TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION 50-458/9603-01

VIOLATION

Technical Specification 5.4.1.a states, in part, that written procedures shall be implemented,
covering the applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33,
" Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operations)," Revision 2, February 1978.

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33 recommends procedures for performing maintenance.
Procedure ADM-0028, " Corrective Maintenance," Revision 15, partially implements this
recommendation.

Section 8.4.2 of Procedure ADM-0028 required, in part, that a properly reviewed and approved
revision of the applicable maintenance action item shall be implemented to authorize work that is
outside of the scope of the original maintenance action item. ,

l

Contrary to the above, on October 25,1995, Maintenance Action
item R217202 was not revised to include a change in scope to remove Horn

,

Relay R-15 A from the Diesel Generator II local control panel. j

REASONS FOR TIIE VIOLATION

Entergy Operations, Inc., (EOI) admits this violation. The root cause was determined to be
personnel error in that the technician violated procedure ADM-0028, " Corrective Maintenance." 4

This procedure gives detailed instructions on changing or revising a Maintenance Action Item |
(mal). The technician was aware of the requirements of ADM-0028. Attention to detail would
have prevented this event from happening.

The work environment was also identified as a contributing factor. The maintenance instructions
Ihr the work dealt with repairing a leaking fitting. This repair required the technician to
physically climb inside the panel to complete the job. Physical limitations inside the panel are
restricted. The alarm horn is mounted on top of the panel and is very loud when actuated. The
technician was aware that replacement / repair of the fitting could cause the horn to sound. The
horn had already sounded once, startling the technician. Fearful of possible equipment damage
or personnel injury should the horn alarm again, the technician removed the subject relay from its
base, thereby disabling the alarm horn in the cabinet and in the main control room. Since the

;

technician had pennission to acknowledge all alarms in the panel, he reasoned incorrectly that a !

scope change was not necessary.

A lack of clear procedural guidance concerning the definition of a scope change was also
identified during the investigation.
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CORRECTIVE STEPS TAKEN AND RESULTS ACIIIEVED

During a diesel generator panel check on the following shift, it was identified that the alarm
fitiled to sound. Maintenance investigated the problem, identified that the relay had been |
removed from its base and, after coordination with the main control room, replaced the relay. |
The panel check was then completed satisfactorily. j

1

The technician was counseled on attention to detail and on River Bend performance expectations.

CORRECTIVE STEPS TIIAT WILL BE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTIIER VIOLATIONS

The definition of a change in scope and intent in work documents was clarified, both
procedurally and to maintenance personnel, with emphasis on the consequences of field
decisions. l

I
|

DATE WIIEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACIIIEVED '

|
|

EOI was in full compliance on October 25,1995, when the relay was replaced. |

|
|

|
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REPLY TO A NOTICE OF VIOLATION 50-458/9603-02

;

VIOLATION
i
|
'
,

Technical Specification 5.4.1.a states, in pan, that written procedures shall be implemented, ;

covering the applicable procedures recommended in Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, !

" Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operations)," Revision 2, February 1978.

Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Section 7.e, recommends written
procedures for mdiation protection.

Section 4.6.1 of the Radiation Section Procedure RSP-0203, Revision i1, " Personnel
Monitoring," states, in pan, that direct reading dosimeters are required for all entries into the
radiological controlled area.

Contrary to the above, on Febntary 5, March 20, March 21, and May 6,1996, entries were
made into the radiological controlled area without proper dosimetry in that, personnel entered
the radiological controlled area without direct reading dosimeters. Note: The May 6,1996,
example is included in NRC Inspection Report 50-458/96-04.

REASON FOR TIIE VIOLATION

Entergy Operations, Inc., (EOI) admits this violation. The root cause of the four examples
was detennined to be personnel error due to failure to self-check by the individuals involved.

For the Febniary 5th event, the individual had donned protective clothing for entry into a
contaminated area and left his dosimetry on the bench in .he dress-out area. While the worker
was still in the drywell, it was identified that he did not have dosimetry. A radiation
protection technician was dispatched to locate the worker. The worker was verified to be
working in the vicinity of two co-workers. Subsequent dose evaluation for the worker
estimated that his radiation exposure was 22 mrem.

On March 20th, a radiation worker entered the radiologically controlled area (RCA) without
logging in on a radiation work permit or obtaining an electronic dosimeter. This individual
did not expect to enter the RCA to accomplish his work. Eventually, the task required access
to the RCA and the individual entered without pmcessing through an RCA access point. He
was in the RCA for approximately 25 minutes and received no measurable dose. No high
radiation areas were entered.

1

On March 21st, a radiation worker entered the RCA without his electronic dosimeter. After
logging in on the self access computer, he left the electronic dosimeter in the reader and
entered the RCA. After approximately 14 seconds, the self access station alarmed, indicating
the dosimeter was still in the reader. Radiation protection personnel took action to get the !

l
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individual out of the RCA. The individual was in the RCA for less than five minutes and
received no measurable dose. No high radiation areas were entered.

On May 6th, a radiation worker entered the RCA without his electronic dosimeter. While
logging in on the self access computer, the individual withdrew a dosimeter from the rack,
logged on the radiation work permit using the computer, activated his dosimeter but returned
the dosimeter to the rack instead of attaching it to his person, and entered the RCA.
Fortuitously, another worker withdrew the same dosimeter from the rack and preceded to
process in, whereupon the computer commenced exit processing with the previous worker's
name. The worker questioned this and the technician paged the previous worker back to the
access control point. The individual was in the RCA for approximately six minutes and did
not receive any measurable radiation dose, based on a coworker's dosimeter reading.

CORRECTIVE STEPS TAKEN AND RESULTS ACIIIEVED

IThe following corrective actions have been taken to address the events identified in this

violation. These actions are intended to make site personnel aware of the issues, improve self-
checking and thereby prevent recurrences of RCA entry without proper dosimetry. I

A special radiation department newsletter on the importance of self-checking, was distributed
to site personnel. A statement was added to the daily plant status newsletter reminding
personnel to log in and out of the RCA wearing proper dosimetry. Using sitewide television
monitors, workers were reminded to properly log into and out of the RCA.

Radiation protection personnel were briefed on the Febmary 5th event, including an overview
and missed opportunities for identification of the technical specification monitoring issue and
management expectations.

Accountability sessions or disciplinary actions were provided for these personnel errors.

After the May 6th event, all RCA entrances were closed except for one. A temporary barrier
was also put in place at the RCA entrance which required personnel to pass through the
radiation protection office area. Radiation protection personnel thus provided an individual
briefing on the problems and expectations associated with RCA entry and ensured that
personnel entering the RCA were wearing appropriate dosimetry. This measure was in effect
until May 24th.

The Superintendent - Radiological Programs distributed a message to all plant supervisors
requesting immediate action to communicate the importance of compliance with fundamental
radworker requirements to personnel reporting to them. The Maintenance Manager also
emphasized the importance of this message to all maintenance supervisors.

-
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CORRECTIVE STEPS TIIAT WILL HE TAKEN TO AVOID FURTIIER VIOLATIONS

The temporary boundary (rope), which is still in place at the main RCA entrance, will be
evaluated for continuance in the future.

An alann related to improper processing at the self access stations, had been added to the
processing software in 1995. River Bend Station is pursuing changes in the software that will l

allow the time delay associated with the processing alarm to be adjusted by radiation protection |
personnel.

DATE WIIEN FULL COMPLIANCE WILL BE ACIIIEVED

EOI is in full compliance,

l
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